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CARTERET COUNTY BEACH COMMISSION MEETING
AUGUST 23, 2021; 2:00 pm
EMERALD ISLE TOWN BOARD ROOM
Remote Access Information (Zoom Meeting):
Video & Integrated Computer Phone:
https://carteretcountync.zoom.us/j/83873730467?pwd=RU0ybGJZSEFUZzBOTkw5UmV3TzU2UT09
Meeting ID = 838 7373 0467; Password = 245260
Phone Only Access: = 888.788.0099 (Meeting ID = 838 7373 0467; Password = 245260

AGENDA
(1)

Call to Order.

Chairman Normile

(2)

Approval of Minutes.
(Regular Beach Commission Meeting – July 26, 2021)

Chairman Normile

(3)

Room Occupancy Tax (ROT) and “Beach Fund” Update.

Greg “rudi” Rudolph

(4)

The Bogue Inlet Relocation Project (2005) & Current Monitoring Efforts.

Greg “rudi” Rudolph

(5)

Beach Vitex – Introduction & Update.

Greg “rudi” Rudolph

(6)

Public Comment.

(7)

Other Business.

(8)

September 2021 Meeting Date.
(September 27, 2021 – proposed)

Chairman Normile

(9)

Adjourn.

Chairman Normile

d:…/beachcommission/agendas/2021/sept/sept2021agenda
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CARTERET COUNTY BEACH COMMISSION
Agenda Topic Cover Sheet

Approval of Minutes
Regular Beach Commission Meeting – July 26, 2021

Meeting Date: 8/23/2021
Suggested Action:

Topic No. 2

A motion should be entertained to approve the July 26, 2021 meeting minutes with
any recommended changes from the Beach Commission.

Attached for the Beach Commission’s review, comments, and subsequent approval
are the minutes for the Commission’s July 26, 2021 regular meeting.
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CARTERET COUNTY BEACH COMMISSION MEETING
Minutes
*Emerald Isle Board Room*
*Remotely via Carteret County Zoom Account (https://carteretcountync.zoom.us/)*
July 26, 2021, 2 pm
Attendance.
Commission Members Jim Normile (chair), John Brodman (vice-chair), Harry Archer (remotely), Larry
Baldwin (remotely), Larry Corsello, Danny Navey, Tom Rule, Woody Warren (remotely), secretary Greg
Rudolph, and the general public. Members Farrington, Guthrie, and Luther were absent.
(1)

Call to Order. – Chairman Normile welcomed everyone in attendance (both live and remotely) and
proceeded to call the meeting to order.

(2)

Approval of Minutes - Regular Beach Commission Meeting (June 28, 2021). – Chairman
Normile asked the Commission if there were any corrections, additions, or comments regarding the
June 28th regular session minutes presented in the agenda packet. With no comments
forthcoming, vice-chair Brodman subsequently made a motion to adopt the minutes as presented,
which was seconded by member Navey and unanimously approved.

(3)

Room Occupancy Tax (ROT) and “Beach Fund” Update. – Secretary Rudolph mentioned the
May 2021 collection results were provided to the Beach Commission via email earlier in the month
but because the receipts were so shockingly high; they bear repeating again (see Slides 1&2). The
previous May record was $574,112 (2017), compared to $1,129,887 for May 2021 (+97%). When
we look at the occupancy tax from a calendar year perspective thus far (CY 2021), we are up by
+190% for the first five months ($2,906,823 in 2021 vs. $1,002,560 in 2020). Our fiscal year tally
(FY 2020-21) through 11 months is almost equally as staggering – $9,326,562 vs. $7,271,245 for
the entire 12 months of FY 2019-20. June is a “million dollar month”, so we should easily eclipse
the $10 million mark for FY 2020-21. The secretary concluded by reviewing the nourishment
reserve (a.k.a., “Beach Fund”) balance and summarized we should be close to the $20 million
mark at the end of the summer, which in itself is quite an accomplishment considering the balance
was $18.1 million just before hurricane Florence impacted the area in September 2018. Since then
we have placed 5 million cubic yards of sand along Bogue Banks at a total cost of $85 million. In
that context, the reserve value we have now is even more impressive.
Member Warren added that we should continue to see very strong collections through the
summer and well into the fall months. Vice-chair Brodman subsequently asked if the inventory has
increased recently and if so, that could be a potential driver. Member Warren and the secretary
replied that getting a clear inventory picture is difficult – especially in the wake of all the damaged
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rentals that occurred because of Florence that went off line then repaired and back on-line. But
again the scale of increase we are experiencing overwhelms any type of inventory issue so it is
predominantly an increase in visitation causing the spike. Member Baldwin and chairman Normile
both commented the recent wave of remote work that developed in response to the COVID-19
pandemic has also boosted our occupancy tax collection.
(4)

Master Plan Sand Resource and Reserve Project (Contract & Fee Estimate). – Chairman
Normile introduced the topic by noting that we tasked the Shore Protection Office to formulate a
“Sand Search” contract and fee estimate based on our discussions over the course of the past few
months. We often have discussed how the past members of the Beach Commission were
visionaries and set the table for future success – this new sand search effort is doing the same and
we should be proud that we are proactive and are moving forward so the next generation can be
just as successful. Secretary Rudolph followed with a review of our efforts to date and a
discussion concerning “good and bad” borrow source material (see Slides 3-8); but before then
echoed the chairman by noting we have been developing a succession plan for the Shore
Protection Office this entire year and this new Sand Search effort can also be considered as part of
the succession plan. The secretary continued the presentation by reviewing the general workflow
for the proposed Sand Search effort and subsequently repackaged the eleven workflow items into
four tasks that are the root of the contract and fee-estimate. The largest item in terms of work load
and cost is the geophysical component and to this end, Chris Freeman with Geodynamics, LLC is
with us again to discuss and review this work task (Slides 11-20).
Mr. Freeman also performed a review of our efforts to date with respect to regional
geology and went into more detail concerning the survey design. The overall philosophy is to; (1)
“map once – use many times” in an effort to properly delineate the sand resources and reserves,
(2) do so in an economically prudent manner, and (3) in a methodology that puts the County in the
best possible position to leverage monetary resources with the federal and State and entities. With
respect to cost, it is important to underscore a “worse-case”/“not to exceed” number was provided
in the fee schedule in an effort to capture the unknowns that exist at this time. For instance, the
endangered species protocols could either promote or limit 24-hour surveying, and/or how many
endangered species observers are on board vessels, etc., etc. The level of technology required for
identifying cultural resources is another unknown. Mr. Freeman continued by describing the
seismic reflection methodology and what different equipment is used to “see” the desired depths.
Because we are looking more at the structure of the shallow subsurface, our operations are not as
grandiose and harmful to marine mammals as the oil & gas industry that wants to see the structure
of the entire crust of the Earth. There are still impacts when employing shallow seismic reflection
equipment but it is more on the harassment level, rather than on the debilitating damage or
mortality level. In total there will be roughly 1,700 linear miles of track line within a 315 square mile
footprint. And lastly there will be lessons learned from a current project near Frying Pan shoals
that we hope can be applied with the similar proposed work at Cape Lookout.
Secretary Rudolph continued by remotely welcoming three representatives from the
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM), who subsequently introduced themselves – Doug
Piatkowski, Ashley Long, and Leighann Brandt and proceeded by providing a presentation to the
Beach Commission (Slides 21-37). BOEM’s presentation centered on; (a) An overview of the
BOEM’s Marine Minerals Program and overall philosophy/rules of engagement, (b) the National
Offshore Sand Inventory (NOSI) – the science and management of the resources, (c) the Marine
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Minerals Information System (MMIS), which is the enterprise GIS system that is available for both
BOEM’s internal use and the public’s use as well, and lastly, (d) Collaboration moving forward.
The MMIS is really helping BOEM identify potential conflicts – sand sources, transmission line
locations, military interferences, and who owns the resources. Moreover, and it was highlighted
many times that BOEM’s focus is very much of resource management while other agencies such
as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or local governments are more into the “use” business. It is
positive to have that steward of the resources.
Member Baldwin commented our Sand Search is a grand opportunity for a local-Statefederal partnership to collect a complete inventory of Northern Onslow Bay that can be used for
many, many uses beyond beach nourishment. Accordingly, cost-sharing would make a lot of
sense and we probably can (and should) work towards that goal. Vice-chair Brodman asked the
BOEM representatives what are the uses of sand and gravel leased through the agency? Mr.
Piatkowski responded that beach nourishment is the primary use, with gas or energy pipelines and
transmission lines conflicts, commercial fisheries/habitat conflicts as sort of a secondary “use” of
the leasing program. Member Corsello followed by asking is there any commercial uses of OCS
sand/gravel? Mrs. Brandt replied not yet although there has been interest but no formal
application(s). Mr. Piatkowski added that the commercial use of sand/gravel would require a
competitive lease process, while nourishment (public benefit) requires a negotiated lease as the
County is very familiar with by now.
Member Rule asked who owns the sand if someone like the County fiscally sponsors the
development of the resource? Mrs. Brandt responded that technically speaking, the federal
government owns the sand in the OCS. Secretary Rudolph and Mr. Freeman added that there are
indeed “sand wars” (competition) for OCS sand in places like Florida between local governments
but fortunately for Bogue Banks; we are flanked on both sides by undeveloped islands so we can
avoid this type of conflict.
Member Corsello asked if it would be more prudent to develop the survey plan first and
resolve all the unknowns operational wise and lock-in funding partners first before authorizing the
full not-to-exceed contract amount of almost $3 million? Also, we do have sand available for the
next nourishment project so there is not huge rush. Secretary Rudolph initially replied that we have
several potential funding avenues (Slide 38) and in order to obtain the federal permits to conduct
the seismic surveying, we have to scope the project and all of that takes significant dollars, which
we consequently use to leverage for cost-sharing. It is kind of the chicken or the egg type of
situation as you (member Corsello) intimated, but if we delay; then the sequencing can fall apart
and that could put us in a worse situation. For instance, we really can’t go to the resource
agencies and ask for their thoughts if we don’t have our targets resolved, which requires the
fieldwork. Mr. Freeman and Mr. Piatkowski added that the data we collect would be proprietary as
well, so the potential funding partners couldn’t just sit back and wait, not participate, and use the
data. Chairman Normile disclosed he is not in favor of a piecemeal approach because we could
add a lot of time and perhaps cost, which may run afoul of a not-to-exceed, comprehensive
contract. Member Rule added that ultimately, we will own the data in a worse case scenario and
that in itself is powerful. Member Navey added that if you look at the money we spent on
nourishment and 1/3 of sand has been used; we sure don’t want to be here five years from now
with 2/3 of the sand used. Thus we need to proceed so we don’t get caught off guard years down
the road. Member Corsello agreed it was a good concept to move forward and to do so desiring to
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secure as many cost-share partners as possible. Chairman Normile thanked member Corsello for
his question and lines of thought, and vice-chair Brodman followed by making a motion to approve
the contract and fee estimate as presented for the County Board’s consideration and approval.
The motion was seconded by member Navey and unanimously approved.
(5)

Public Comment. – None.

(6)

Other Business. – Secretary Rudolph disclosed we have been waiting for roughly five to six years
for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to designate Red Knot Rufa shorebird critical
habitat subsequent to listing the species as threatened in late 2014. And true to form with a new
Administration, the proposed Red Knot Rufa critical habitat was released late last week (Slides 3944). The Red Knot makes an annual journey from the southern tip of south America to the
northern tip of North America, and their primary food source are horseshoe crab eggs. Our written
position at the time of the listing focused on the fact that Carteret County (or North Carolina) does
not possess major spring stopover areas, and therefore contended the County should not be
included in the upcoming critical habitat designation. If the County’s shorelines are to be
designated as critical habitat for the Red Knot, then we requested the exact overlays already in
place for the piping plover be utilized to meet the Red Knot’s critical habitat needs because the
piping plover overlays have yet to cause major permitting or land use issues. Unfortunately and
akin to our experiences with the loggerhead, the USFWS ignored our comments and factual
arguments and are proposing to designate all of the Bogue Banks oceanfront and Core
Banks/Shackleford Banks as critical habitat. At a minimum the critical habitat designation provides
another item for us to address during permitting – at the worse, we could see tangible permit
stipulations related to the Red Knot critical habitat. Accordingly, the Shore Protection Office has
already contacted our legal counsel and collectively, we are planning to prepare a detailed
response with respect to the critical habitat proposal.
And lastly we’re pleased to report House Bill 735 was signed into law by the Governor last
week, which eliminates the 3-bid requirement for dredging contracts. This has become a problem
for us, especially for the larger beach nourishment projects considering there are only four
companies in the United States that can do the work in the first place. Representative McElraft
was one of the primary sponsors of the bill and advocated for its ultimate approval.

(7)

August 2021 Meeting Date (August 23, 2021). – It was agreed upon that the next Beach
Commission meeting would be held on August 23rd at 2:00 pm, Emerald Isle Board Room and
remotely.

(8)

Adjourn. – Chairman Normile asked for any additional comments and with no additional comments
forthcoming, the meeting was adjourned.

d:…/beachcommission/minutes/2021/July 2021 minutes
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CARTERET COUNTY BEACH COMMISSION
Agenda Topic Cover Sheet

Room Occupancy Tax (ROT) and “Beach Fund” Update.

Meeting Date: 8/23/2021

Topic No. 3

Suggested Action: None.
A copy of Carteret County’s monthly Room Occupancy Tax (ROT) collection report for
June 2021 is attached to this month’s “Beach Fund” update signifying the conclusion of the
2020-21 fiscal year. To this end and to what has become customary with respect to our
summary efforts, the data within the collection report are utilized to revise four summary
tables presented at the end of this coversheet including; Table 1 - a running summary of
ROT collections comparing monthly revenues from FY 2020-21 to FY 2019-20, Table 2 - a
summary of ROT revenue from a Calendar Year perspective (CY 2021 - CY 2014), Table 3 a more detailed FY 2020-21 to FY 2019-20 revenue comparison of the collection by sectors
(hotel/motel, condo/cottage, and “other”), and Table 4 - a fiscal year-to-date estimate of
the Beach Nourishment Reserve Fund.
The Beach Commission was provided an email update concerning the June 2021
occupancy tax collection report when it was first received earlier in August, and the
collection, which totaled $2,186,741, is notable for several reasons from both a monthly and
fiscal year perspective. (1) The June 2021 collection was up by +38% compared to June
2020 ($1,582,344), which was a record for the month at that time. (2) Similarly, the June
2021 collection represents the 13th consecutive month for which the monthly record has
been eclipsed – June 2020 through June 2021…and counting. (3) For the first time ever;
we have a second “$2 million month”. That distinction was solely reserved for July, which
passed the $2 million threshold for the first time in 2020. (4) The collection for FY 2020-21
(July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021) totaled $11,513,303 - that’s up by an astonishing +58%
compared to FY 2019-20 ($7,271,245). And (5), it is also interesting to note that all three
of our collection sectors were up for the fiscal year by significant margins – hotel/motel by
+54%, condo/cottages by +34%, and to no surprise the our other/< 5/on-line sector was
up by the most at +187% (i.e., changing/evolving reservation options, technologies, and
patterns amplified by the COVID-19 pandemic). Of course and to always reiterate, the
“Beach Fund” (or nourishment reserve) is provided 50% of the total collection as stipulated
by occupancy tax law.
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Lastly, as illustrated in Table 4 below, our estimated value for the nourishment
reserve at the conclusion of June 2021 (end of FY 2020-21) is approximately $16.8 million
and was generated by taking our opening balance on July 1, 2020 (again, beginning of the
fiscal year), our revenue through June 2021, and our expenditures to date through June
2021 into account. A copy of the expenditure report for the month of June is also attached
to this cover sheet for the Commission’s review and is constrained to more of the Shore
Protection Office’s administrative functions.
We have also incorporated the financial
transactions (invoicing and reimbursement payments) associated with all aspects of the
Phase II AND Phase III Post-Florence Renourishment Projects into our reserve estimate –
current through June as well. We’re in a very good financial position to begin FY 2021-2022
considering that roughly three years ago (September 2018, before hurricane Florence) our
reserve value was just north of $18 million. We embarked upon and successfully completed
a 3-year, $85 million nourishment project since then, and with great assistance from FEMA
and the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality; we find ourselves at almost the same
reserve level three years after Florence.
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Cumulative Analysis and Monthly Comparison
Room Occupancy Tax (ROT) and the "Beach Fund"
FY 2020-2021 v. 2019-20
Carteret County
Gross Receipts
FY 19-20

FY 20-21

FY 19-20

FY 20-21

FY 19-20

FY 20-21

Occ. Tax Total
Monthly
Difference

Jul

$1,713,896

$2,416,802

$856,948

$1,208,401

$856,948

$1,208,401

41.01%

41.01%

Aug

$1,565,053

$1,830,611

$782,526

$915,305

$1,639,475

$2,123,706

16.97%

29.54%

Sep

$609,740

$1,000,631

$304,870

$500,316

$1,944,345

$2,624,022

64.11%

34.96%

Oct

$412,272

$584,136

$206,136

$292,068

$2,150,481

$2,916,090

41.69%

35.60%

Nov

$240,881

$401,504

$120,440

$200,752

$2,270,921

$3,116,842

66.68%

37.25%

Dec

$144,499

$186,056

$72,249

$93,028

$2,343,171

$3,209,870

28.76%

36.99%

Jan

$149,611

$299,728

$74,806

$149,864

$2,417,976

$3,359,734

100.34%

38.95%

Feb

$159,825

$232,390

$79,913

$116,195

$2,497,889

$3,475,929

45.40%

39.15%

Mar

$118,782

$476,558

$59,391

$238,279

$2,557,280

$3,714,208

301.20%

45.24%

Apr

$40,378

$768,260

$20,189

$384,130

$2,577,469

$4,098,338

1802.66%

59.01%

May

$533,963

$1,129,887

$266,981

$564,943

$2,844,451

$4,663,281

111.60%

63.94%

Jun

$1,582,344

$2,186,741

$791,172

$1,093,370

$3,635,623

$5,756,651

38.20%

58.34%

Totals=

$7,271,245

$11,513,303

$3,635,623

$5,756,651

$3,635,623

$5,756,651

Month

Beach Fund (Monthly)*

TDA & Beach

Beach Fund (YTD)*

Occ. Tax Total
YTD
Difference

Avg. = 221.55%

58.34%

Note: 6% overall collection rate (* = 50 TDA/50 Beach Fund split ).

TABLE 1 – Monthly and cumulative summary of the Carteret County room occupancy tax collection reflecting the
current and previous fiscal year in terms of the gross revenue and the portion of revenue legislatively mandated for
beach nourishment (i.e., the “Beach Fund”).

Cumulative Analysis and Monthly Comparison
Room Occupancy Tax (ROT) and the "Beach Fund"
Calendar Year 2021 - 2014
Carteret County (6% collection rate)
Month
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Totals =
YTD =

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

6%
$299,728
$232,390
$476,558
$768,260
$1,129,887
$2,186,741

6%
$149,611
$159,825
$118,782
$40,378
$533,963
$1,582,344
$2,416,802
$1,830,611
$1,000,631
$584,136
$401,504
$186,056
$9,004,643

6%
$166,761
$153,978
$241,029
$367,884
$558,112
$1,353,693
$1,713,896
$1,565,053
$609,740
$412,272
$240,881
$144,499
$7,527,797

6%
$108,736
$147,363
$194,638
$426,106
$314,986
$1,582,294
$1,951,256
$1,339,735
$720,343
$304,571
$380,894
$150,872
$7,621,795

6%
$90,369
$102,895
$198,697
$378,586
$574,112
$1,211,103
$2,022,661
$1,345,057
$651,908
$424,176
$260,361
$97,436
$7,357,361

6%
$72,738
$80,744
$197,020
$267,064
$495,403
$1,254,762
$1,945,706
$1,310,899
$632,513
$354,178
$192,591
$98,029
$6,901,648

6%
$65,107
$66,976
$142,289
$238,039
$519,427
$1,194,984
$1,799,562
$1,310,391
$598,281
$357,967
$148,172
$89,584
$6,530,780

6%
$54,359
$60,118
$121,346
$218,570
$530,041
$1,119,788
$1,714,309
$1,327,500
$514,648
$348,348
$125,217
$92,698
$6,226,944

$5,093,564
97.05%

TABLE 2 – Monthly and cumulative summary of the Carteret County Room Occupancy Tax collection reflecting the
current and previous seven calendar years in terms of the gross revenue only.
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HOTELS/MOTELS
Month
Jul

2019-20
Monthly
$311,918

2020-21

Year-to-Date
$311,918

Monthly

FY 2020-21 v. 2019-20

Year-to-Date

$472,457

Monthly

Year-to-Date

$472,457

$160,539

51.47%

Aug

$252,144

$564,062

$323,512

$795,969

$71,367

41.11%

Sep

$167,716

$731,778

$248,048

$1,044,016

$80,332

42.67%

Oct

$168,045

$899,824

$195,715

$1,239,731

$27,670

37.77%

Nov

$90,380

$990,203

$90,752

$1,330,484

$373

34.36%

Dec

$62,371

$1,052,574

$63,040

$1,393,524

$669

32.39%

Jan

$61,738

$1,114,312

$52,579

$1,446,103

-$9,159

29.78%

Feb

$77,605

$1,191,917

$75,983

$1,522,085

-$1,622

27.70%

Mar

$56,610

$1,248,528

$143,128

$1,665,213

$86,517

33.37%

Apr

$23,288

$1,271,816

$234,624

$1,899,837

$211,336

49.38%

May

$130,486

$1,402,302

$300,755

$2,200,592

$170,269

56.93%

Jun

$307,441

$1,709,743

$437,735

$2,638,327

$130,294

54.31%

$1,709,743

$1,709,743

$2,638,327

$2,638,327

$928,584

54.31%

Totals=

CONDOS/COTTAGES
2019-20
Month
Monthly
Year-to-Date

2020-21
Monthly

FY 2020-21 v. 2019-20

Year-to-Date

Jul

$1,291,633

$1,291,633

$1,625,767

$1,625,767

Aug

$1,245,633

$2,537,266

$1,200,854

Sep

$399,296

$2,936,562

$567,963

Oct

$209,600

$3,146,162

Nov

$109,563

$3,255,725

Dec

$48,031

Jan

$32,126

Feb
Mar

Monthly

Year-to-Date

$334,135

25.87%

$2,826,621

-$44,779

11.40%

$3,394,584

$168,667

15.60%

$252,414

$3,646,998

$42,814

15.92%

$240,827

$3,887,825

$131,264

19.42%

$3,303,756

$61,328

$3,949,153

$13,297

19.54%

$3,335,882

$144,757

$4,093,910

$112,631

22.72%

$21,635

$3,357,517

$27,789

$4,121,699

$6,154

22.76%

$37,818

$3,395,335

$79,010

$4,200,710

$41,192

23.72%

Apr

$8,580

$3,403,915

$241,471

$4,442,180

$232,890

30.50%

May

$251,304

$3,655,219

$498,062

$4,940,242

$246,758

35.16%

Jun

$976,893

$4,632,112

$1,264,997

$6,205,239

$288,104

33.96%

$4,632,112

$4,632,112

$6,205,239

$6,205,239

$1,573,127

33.96%

Totals=

OTHER, LESS THAN 5, & ON-LINE TOTAL
2019-20
2020-21
Month
Monthly
Year-to-Date
Monthly
Year-to-Date

FY 2020-21 v. 2019-20
Monthly

Year-to-Date

Jul

$110,346

$110,346

$318,578

$318,578

$208,232

188.71%

Aug

$67,276

$177,621

$306,245

$624,823

$238,969

251.77%

Sep

$42,728

$220,350

$184,620

$809,443

$141,892

267.34%

Oct

$34,627

$254,976

$136,007

$945,450

$101,380

270.80%

Nov

$40,938

$295,914

$69,925

$1,015,375

$28,987

243.13%

Dec

$34,096

$330,011

$61,687

$1,077,062

$27,591

226.37%

Jan

$55,747

$385,758

$102,393

$1,179,454

$46,645

205.75%

Feb

$60,586

$446,344

$128,618

$1,308,073

$68,033

193.06%

Mar

$24,354

$470,698

$254,420

$1,562,493

$230,066

231.95%

Apr

$8,510

$479,207

$292,165

$1,854,658

$283,656

287.03%

May

$152,173

$631,380

$331,070

$2,185,728

$178,897

246.18%

Jun

$298,010

$929,390

$484,009

$2,669,737

$185,999

187.26%

Totals=

$929,390

$929,390

$2,669,737

$2,669,737

$1,740,347

187.26%

TABLE 3 – Monthly and cumulative summary of the Carteret County occupancy tax collection segregated by each of
the three collection sectors (hotel/motel, condo/cottage, and “other”) for the current and previous fiscal years in terms
of the gross revenue only. Note: On-line collection was first implemented in January 2016.
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Estimated Year-to-Date "Beach Fund" Reserve Balance
FY 2020-21
Opening Fund Balance (7/1/20)

$17,164,659

Revenues
Occupancy Tax (to date)

$5,756,651

Reimbursement from Municipalities (Pine Knoll Shores & Emerald Isle)

$27,220,392

Coastal Storm Damage Mitigation Fund (S.L. 2018-134 & 138)

$0

Reimbursement for Unused Portion of the CSRM Project PED

$233,048

Interest on Reserve

NA

Total Revenues

$33,210,091

Expenditures
Shore Protection Office (6/30/2021)
Post-Florence Renourishment Project - Phase II & III (6/30/2021)
County Occupancy Tax Administration Fee*
Total Expenditures

$376,405
$33,116,274
$62,567
$33,555,246

(Deficit)/Surplus for Year

($345,155)

Fund Balance

$16,819,504

*Up to 3% of first $500,000 of gross proceeds and 1% of remaining gross receipts collected each year.

TABLE 4 – Estimated value of the “Beach Fund” utilizing the opening fund balance at the beginning of the current
fiscal year, coupled with the revenues and expenditures to date.
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OCCUPANCY TAX COLLECTION
Reporting period:
Jun-21

Type

Tax Received

Penalties & Interest

Total Reporting Tax

Total No Tax

CONDOS/COTTAGE

$

1,264,911.33

$

85.37

72

120

HOTEL / MOTEL

$

434,459.45

$

3,275.40

33

1

OTHER

$

38,689.72

$

54.68

35

101

ONLINE

$

445,264.96

$

-

3

0

TOTAL ALL TYPES

$

2,183,325.46

$

143

222

Total Collected

$

2,186,740.91

3,415.45

June-21
Reporting Location
Atlantic Beach
Beaufort
Cape Carteret
Emerald Isle
PKS / Salter Path/ Indian Beach

Morehead City
On Line
Unincorporated
Totals

Condos/Cottage Tax

Hotel/Motel Tax

Other Tax

On Line

Total

$128,138.58
$1,442.69
$0.00
$1,119,734.19
$9,231.50
$630.00
$0.00
$5,819.74
$1,264,996.70

$151,252.00
$58,411.81
$7,611.07
$41,968.58
$79,422.97
$85,739.33
$0.00
$13,329.09
$437,734.85

$16,262.28
$12,714.33
$0.00
$6,671.80
$1,655.38
$76.20
$0.00
$1,364.41
$38,744.40

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$445,264.96
$0.00
$445,264.96

$295,652.86
$72,568.83
$7,611.07
$1,168,374.57
$90,309.85
$86,445.53
$445,264.96
$20,513.24
$2,186,740.91

Notes:
(a) The collection value represents the location of the reporting office only, and may not be 100% correlative to the actual lodging location.
(b) The locations listed as “Unincorporated” are collectors not located in a municipality.

Shore Protection Manager
Greg L. Rudolph
Tel: (252) 222.5835
Fax: (252) 222.5826
grudolph@carteretcountync.gov

CARTERET COUNTY BEACH COMMISSION
Agenda Topic Cover Sheet

The Bogue Inlet Relocation Project (2005)
& Current Monitoring Efforts.
Meeting Date: 8/23/2021

Topic No. 4

Suggested Action: None - informational.
The Beach Commission is requested to put some time aside at our August meeting to
discuss the Bogue Inlet Relocation Project that was constructed in 2005 and our monitoring
efforts to date with an eye on our triggers for the next realignment event. The Commission
will receive a PowerPoint presentation to these effects that will be laden with graphics to
help describe the general morphology of inlets, the realignment project, and the changes we
have observed since construction. Thus for the sake of brevity, we will keep this agenda
memorandum rather short and save all the graphics and detailed explanations for the
presentation.
Background, Project Design, & General Results
Bogue Inlet possesses a rather large floodway ranging from 3,000 to 6,000 linear
feet throughout time and is located between the Point, Emerald Isle to the east and Bear
Island (Hammocks Beach State Park) to the west. The ebb channel, commonly referred to
as the inlet channel, historically migrates from the center of the floodway towards the Point,
then migrates back towards the center of the floodway, then towards the Point again. This
general movement has been both chronic (steady movement rates) and acute (storm
induced with major shifts). In fact per the aerial photography record, the only time the ebb
channel has been positioned along Bear Island was in the 1930s. In the late 1990s and
early 2000s, the ebb channel was impinged along the Point shoreline resulting in the
emplacement of well over 750 sandbags by property owners and the Town of Emerald Isle
in order to prevent the loss of homes, Town infrastructure, and other resources in the area.
Emerald Isle contracted with Coastal Planning & Engineering in the early 2000s to
design, permit, and construct a project that would relocate the ebb channel to a position
promoting growth along the Point shoreline without compromising Bear Island. Based upon
an analysis of past inlet positions and their impacts along adjacent shorelines, the 1976
alignment was determined to be favorable for all the interested parties. The project
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ultimately entailed the realignment of the ebb channel to a position equidistant between the
Point and Bear Island (roughly 3,500 feet west of its position at the time), with concurrent
beach nourishment along 4.5 miles of the western Emerald Isle oceanfront. These scopes of
work was also augmented with the construction of a dike aimed to inhibit tidal currents in
the old channel, thereby directing flow to the new channel. The new, dredged channel
trended along a north - south axis for approximately 7,000 feet with varying widths ranging
from 150 feet at the northernmost terminus near Dudley Island, to a maximum width of 400
feet in the central portion of the channel that transitioned to 200 feet at the southern,
seaward end of the channel (-17.0 feet water depth throughout). The realigned channel
was carefully engineered to capture the exact tidal prism (volume of water flowing in and
out of the inlet) that the old ebb channel drained. In this manner, the hydrodynamics
should remain relatively stable throughout the waterways connecting the sound to Bogue
Inlet. Ultimately ~300,000 cubic yards of dredged material obtained during the channel
realignment event was utilized for dike construction and ~700,000 cubic yards for beach
nourishment in western Emerald Isle.
It was estimated the inlet shoreline would take 4 to 6 years to fully expand as sand
migrates along the western shoulder of Emerald Isle and the "spit" progrades in the
westward direction towards the realigned channel. This reflects the result of the landward
migration of the abandoned ebb delta (or as mariners refer to as the “ocean bar”) - initially
in a ridge and runnel pattern along the Point oceanfront before migrating to the west and
expanding the Point itself. The project engineer (Tom Jarrett) estimated a 15-year project
life, meaning the Town/County may need to return to Bogue Inlet for a subsequent
realignment project in the 2020(ish) timeframe. As the Commission will be able to
ascertain from the Presentation that will be provided at your August meeting, these
forecasts have aged magnificently – the immediate changes with respect to inlet and
shoreline morphologies unfolded just as predicted and we are at least several years away
from having to consider a new realignment project, which smartly leads us to our
monitoring efforts.
Monitoring Efforts and Current Status
Our monitoring efforts at Bogue Inlet have evolved over time and are fully engrained
into our Master Plan and how we manage the inlet as a whole. Some of the noteworthy
benchmarks include;
(1) Per commitments made in the Bogue Inlet Realignment Project’s Environmental Impact
Statement and as a means to ground truth the forecasts made during project formulation,
18 new profiles were established at Bear Island for monitoring purposes in October 2004 to
document volumetric and shoreline changes along the island. Also per these commitments,
the Town/County would continue surveying/monitoring the Bear Island profiles for a total of
5 years after the project was constructed - therefore sunsetting in 2010. However to better
understand regional dynamics, to continue our goodwill with Hammocks Beach State Park,
and to have as much data as possible at our disposal to justify subsequent channel
realignment events; we have continued to survey the 18 profiles on Bear Island to this day.
(2) In the early 2010s, Moffatt & Nichol developed a Bogue Inlet “safe box” as part of the
Bogue Banks Master Plan that was subsequently authorized by the resource agencies in
2018. The safe box was developed subsequent to a detailed channel morphology and
hydraulic assessment that became a major component of the Master Plan whereby future
channel realignment events will be triggered once the channel itself migrates beyond the
safe box and therefore closer to the Point.
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(3) Starting in Spring 2012, we contracted Geodynamics, LLC to perform detailed
surveying/monitoring work at Bogue Inlet. This scope of work is very much different than
our annual surveys involving ~1,000 feet spaced profiles along the islands of Bogue Banks,
Shackleford Banks, and Bear Island as the Bogue Inlet survey includes full topographic
(land) and bathymetric (underwater) coverage of the Point and the adjacent channel and
shoal complex related to Bogue Inlet. The detailed, full coverage survey at Bogue Inlet is
conducted twice a year and a Powerpoint/pdf type report is subsequently
generated/updated for each event. The survey and report are prepared and delivered at a
discounted rate because of the flexibility afforded by a more self-determined survey
window, and Geodynamics’ community discount applied to the effort. Besides detailing the
geomorphic changes at and near the inlet that will be utilized in justifying subsequent
channel realignment events, the semi-annual surveys are used as our key indicator to
monitor how close the channel is to the Master Plan “safe box”.
Figure 1 is provided below to bring all of this home (say so to speak), which depicts
channel positions over time, the safe box, and how far the present channel position is to the
eastern border of the safe box – i.e., the trigger for the next channel realignment event.
We are particularly focused on our virtual transect labeled as “L2”, and based on our most
recent June 2021 survey; the ebb channel is approximately 663 feet from encroaching on
the “safe box”. The average migration rate of the channel for the past nine years is 20 feet
towards the eastern edge of the safe box (+ or - 37 feet = standard deviation). At this
rate, we can expect the channel to “touch” the Safe box in at least 12 years (worse case),
meaning our forecast to realign the channel would be sometime near 2033. Of course this
assumes the migration rate remains similar as it has the past nine years with no major
episodic shifts. These types of analyses are important components of our management
efforts at Bogue Inlet, and I’m looking forward to speaking to the Beach Commission to
these ends.

Figure 1 – Depiction of recent/historical channel positions, the “safe box”, and the 2005 realigned channel
footprint superimposed upon a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the June 2021 bathymetry and topography of
Bogue Inlet/ Point region as a base layer.
d:…/beachcommission/agendas/2021/aug/topicsummary4
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Beach Vitex – Introduction & Update.

Meeting Date: 8/23/2021

Topic No. 5

Suggested Action: None - informational.
As another informational type of presentation this month, the Beach Commission will
be briefed on the invasive dune plant Beach Vitex (Vitex rotundifolia). Vitex is a sprawling
shrub introduced to the southeastern United States from the beaches of Korea in the mid1980s. It was believed Vitex could help stabilize sand dunes but has since been monikered
the “kudzu of the coast” as the plant begun to outpace native dune plants such as sea oats,
bitter panicum, and the threatened seabeach amaranth. Vitex grows upwards to 1 - 2 feet
high, can reach up to 12 feet in diameter, has a thick and stubborn root system, and can
produce as many as 3,300 viable seeds per square meter. Although marked by attractive
purple blooms in the spring and summer, Vitex’s growth rate, prolific reproductive ability,
pervasive root system, and expansive growth suffocates and overwhelms native dune
vegetation.
Eradication of the plant however has proved to be difficult. Interestingly, there has
been some cursory thoughts given to the “shade method”. Vitex doesn’t prefer to grow
underneath walkways and it was postulated that if the plant was covered for long periods of
time, then it would die/not spread. But unfortunately, this hypothesis has proven to be
false. The “scratch and dab method” has achieved better success and involves the cutting
and exposure of the stem/root, and subsequent application of an herbicide to the area
(most commonly Glyphosate). The herbicide is often dyed with blue or purple coloring to
keep track of where the herbicide has been applied through time. This method is still only
somewhat successful as the herbicide has to be re-applied the next year or two, or even
more to totally eradicate the plant. Lastly, there is a manual removal option which maybe
the most effective method, but is very destructive and requires full remediation of the dune
(light contouring, re-planting, etc.).
All of the Bogue Banks municipalities have Vitex provisions in their code of
ordinances that generally; (a) declare the plant as nuisance, (b) prohibit the planting of
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Vitex, and (c) provides authorization to eradicate the plant – reference Emerald Isle Sec. 541, Indian Beach Sec. 12-51, Pine Knoll Shores Sec. 38-12, and Atlantic Beach Sec. 1122.1. To this end, there have been very few, if any new instances of property owners
planting Vitex. Rather most cases that are reported are “old” Vitex that has spread to
adjoining properties and/or unsuccessful attempts to eradicate the existing patches of Vitex.
While the Shore Protection Office has not conducted an island-wide Vitex survey, nor
is privy to any of the Town’s ordinance violation reports concerning Vitex; there are some
significant patches that do come to mind - near 12th Street and Ocean Oaks (Emerald Isle),
and a very large and prominent strand at Dunescape Villas (Atlantic Beach). The Towns nor
the Shore Protection Office have ever taken a huge lead with respect to eradication efforts,
but has helped property owners connect with various organizations, most notably the
Carolinas Beach Vitex Task Force, but this organization has since dissolved. Otherwise, I
believe it would be very difficult for the Shore Protection Office to take a newfound Vitex
eradication lead for several reasons – many are the same the Towns encounter. For one,
we (Shore Protection Office/Beach Commission) have shied away from getting to the
individual property owner level regarding just about any issue – that’s not our role nor is in
our DNA. Right-of-entry also poses another issue - while the municipalities have beach
nourishment easements allowing us access to properties for that specific purpose
(nourishment), the easement language does not allow us to go onto the dune and start
eradicating plants – we would need permission from the property owner and in all
likelihood, a new legal instrument. This would especially be the case if manual removal is
required, involving recontouring and replanting of the dune. And lastly, there’s always “the
precedent issue” – if the County/Town eradicates the plant on just one property, then other
property owners will ask (then demand) we do the same for their property – not just in
Emerald Isle as an example, but for the Vitex in Pine Knoll Shores, Indian Beach, and
Atlantic Beach. For these and other reasons, our course of action is to continue education
efforts and maybe it is time increase our outreach with printed media or by electronic
means working with the municipalities.
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